Necky Eliza Kayak

THE ELIZA SERIES is designed to fit and perform for smaller paddlers (up to 150 lbs),
these boats are ergonomically designed around a woman’s hip and leg physiology, and
overall body proportion. The low aft deck offers optimum room for sculling, rolling, surf
ability, and bracing. These are not just low volume versions of a popular hull! They are
designed from the start with an exceptional balance of glide, maneuverability and
reduced drag from frictional resistance and wind. So to sum it up: the Eliza is
quintessentially the best kayak on the market for women to paddle efficiently, with less
effort, less resistance, and less energy. Finally… a kayak that puts women at the front of
the pack!

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Necky Touring Seat with backband
Comfort Fit™ adjustable thigh braces
Bow and stern hatches with the Cross Lock™ buckle system and bulkheads
Light weight
Ergonomically designed cockpit geared for a small to medium female frame
Deck bungee
Reflective safety perimeter line
Rudder with adjustable foot pedals

Specs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MATERIAL: Superlinear® Polyethylene
LENGTH: 15' 3.5" / 4.7 m
WIDTH: 22" / 55.8 cm
WEIGHT: 49 lbs / 22.2kg
COCKPIT: 28.25" x 16" / 71.6 x 40.6 cm
BOW HATCH: 13.25" x 7.5" / 33.7 x 19 cm
STERN HATCH: 13.25" x 7.5" / 33.7 x 19 cm
STORAGE CAPACITY: 124.9 L / 7623 cu in
MAX CAPACITY: 225-275 lbs / 102.1-124.7 kg

Design Notes:
•
•
•
•
•

Ergonomically designed cockpit geared for a small to medium female frame
The Eliza cockpit is wide at the hips but shorter in length, allowing for easier
spray deck installation and removal
The 15' length hull provides optimum efficiency at cruising speed
Shallow V hull is very reactive to slight edging, yet provides an excellent balance
between tracking and maneuverability
Low windage and water shedding fore deck combined with a low rear deck allow
a small to medium torso to have unrestricted, spirited paddling

http://www.neckykayaks.com/kayaks/touring/eliza_polymer/

